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Abstract


Substance misuse (SM) as well as excessive food intake, sexual activities, exercise, and gambling is characterized by repeated use against one’s better judgment and despite negative consequences. Moreover, SM and excessive behaviors (EB) might co-occur, and clients in substance abuse treatment who also have difficulties with EB are likely to relapse in SM and/or leave treatment. These clients benefit from a treatment that acknowledges both SM and EB, but EB might pass unnoticed in clinical practice. Researchers have suggested that there is a need both to investigate the occurrence of clients who experience EB, and enhance identification of EB among clients in substance abuse treatment. There is also a need to investigate how these clients perceive SM and EB, since their experiences are important for understanding the enactment of these behaviors, as well as how their difficulties might be handled in treatment. This thesis, based on four studies, investigated the co-occurrence of SM and EB among clients in substance abuse treatment, how these clients perceive SM and EB, and how SM and EB had been enacted against the client’s better judgment. In Study 1 a questionnaire was used to investigate the occurrence of clients in substance abuse treatment who reported difficulties with EB. The results showed that 67% of the participants reported EB, and 67% of those reported two or more EB. In Study 2 and 3 interviews were used to investigate how clients with experiences of both SM and EB, viewed their SM and EB, and how they viewed themselves. Study 2 showed that EB were attempts to ease a sense of deficiency, and of being unworthy. In these attempts dissociation was central. Moreover, excessive sexual activities were described as deeply distressing. This motivated a specific investigation of excessive sexual activities in Study 3. The results showed that excessive sexual activities were associated with overwhelming shame, and that troubled sexuality seemed to be an absent topic in treatment. In Study 4 interviews were used to investigate how clients with experience of alcohol misuse viewed their SM, how they enacted SM against better judgment, and how they viewed themselves. The results showed that SM was perceived both as a disease, and as a response to painful experiences. There was also a sense that one had to live up to strict demands on oneself to achieve a sense of being worthy. This perception was eased through dissociation. To summarize, the results showed that EB are common among clients in substance abuse treatment, which points to the need to identify EB and integrate them in treatment. Specifically excessive sexual activities need to be addressed. Moreover SM and EB might be seen as attempts to ease distress connected to relational and affective needs, to a sense of deficiency, and to self-criticism. It seems important to acknowledge affective and relational needs, perceptions of deficiencies and shame, and individual self-perception and dissociation, in clinical practice with clients with SM and EB.
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